For over a century, our national map consisted of the thousands of paper topographic quadrangle maps created and maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) at scales ranging from 1:250,000 to 1:24,000. As long as the Nation's spatial data were embodied in paper maps, the linkage between private sector data providers and the USGS was tenuous: the USGS contracted for mapping services and map publishers might use quadrangle maps as the basis for a commercial map, but the relationship rarely went further.
Introduction
On 05 December 1884, The National Map was born. A crusty, one-armed Civil War veteran addressed the Congress of the United States in his capacity as the second Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. On that day, the USGS was barely half a decade old, and its new Director was staking claim to an activity heretofore contracted piecemeal to private survey parties. The speaker presented his argument convincingly. He had led two of the contracted mapping expeditions on the Green and Colorado rivers.
John Wesley Powell's message to Congress on that day was that "A Government cannot do any scientific work of more value to the people at large than by causing the construction of proper topographic maps of the country." His vision embraced 2,600 map sheets at various scales supporting agriculture, geology, urban water supply, mining-in truth, the entire optimistic, expansionist spirit of Manifest Destiny. Powell estimated that this first pass at mapping the Nation would be done by 1900, and Congress made a down payment of $170,000 for the agency's 1885 "geography" budget (Worster, 2001) .
Nineteen hundred came and went. Powell died in his retirement home on Eggemoggin Reach on the coast of Maine in 1902. His maps weren't finished. They wouldn't be for another ninety years.
Through most of the 20 th century, generations of cartographers worked on Powell's "topo quads" (topographic quadrangles). Technology in the forms of aerial photography, orthorectification, stable-base materials, and scribing changed procedures. "Mission creep" set in with the introduction of a national program to produce 1:24,000-scale 7.5-minute quads in the 1930s, raising the map-sheet estimate from 2,600 to 60,000. When the last USGS 1:24,000-scale quad was compiled and printed in the early 1990s, completing first-time national A Data Provider's View of The National Map Donald Cooke coverage, its technical pedigree followed a clear path back to the first known map: a 4,500-year-old 10-cm clay tablet found in Nuzi (Iraq) in 1930. Mapping technology had improved steadily and incrementally over the centuries. Clay begat paper and then stable-base materials. Manual drafting begat printing. The cross-staff begat the quadrant. Harrison's chronometer made longitude mobile. Orthorectification displaced plane table observations.
During the final decades of Powell's project, another innovation, digital computers, came on the scene. To most cartographers, computers were just another incremental development-a new tool to facilitate the production of paper maps. In fact, it is now apparent to most practitioners that moving cartographic knowledge from paper to bits is a discontinuous, non-incremental development. It's insufficient to say that computers improve the cartographic process and let it go at that; the advent of computers requires us to totally rethink how spatial knowledge is gathered, organized, distributed, and used.
T.A. Margerison's 1976 monograph Computers and the Renaissance of Cartography straddles this technological cusp. The first 13 pages describe how the Experimental Cartography unit of Britain's Natural Environment Research Council used computers to assist in cartographic production. The last two pages note that you can perform some non-cartographic functions (calculating areas and counting features) using the databases generated for cartography. Finally, the monograph predicted the future we live in now, with scientists using "ephemeral" video displays instead of paper maps. Margerison also notes that, given suitable communications lines, cartographic display terminals all over the world could access and use a central map database. An early vision of Mapquest!
A Confluence of Geographic Data
It's no surprise, therefore, that the USGS's use of computers initially fell on the incremental, traditional side of the cusp. The agency's first digital product, Digital Line Graphs (DLG), was essentially a digital version of the graphic masters for the quad maps. The second, Digital Raster Graphics (DRG), consisted of bitmap images of the printed maps. While both products were popular, it is likely that the 1:100,000-scale DLGs achieved far more usage in the form of rural coverage in the 1990 and 2000 versions of the Census Bureau's nationwide TIGER files than as a stand-alone USGS product.
So what about TIGER? Why is a Department of Commerce Bureau doing base mapping? In 1967, Census researchers tasked with coming up with ways to map census and local data had stumbled onto an elegant way to computerize census metropolitan maps. While superficially similar to the USGS DLGs (both were street-centerline datasets), there were significant differences. DLG files describe lines with minimal attribution. The TIGER files, driven by a need for address geocoding, contained a wealth of attribution for each microscopic line segment, including street names, address ranges on both sides of each street, and census tract and block codes left and right. The TIGER files integrated street, water, railroad, and political boundary features into a single topological file. Census workers exploited the mathematical power of redundant encoding of the line network to permit computerized edits to detect encoding errors.
Through what can best be described as a fortuitous accident of history, the Census Bureau, though not a Federal mapping agency, developed a useful way to build a national spatial database covering streets, water, rails, and boundaries, then proceeded to roll it out nationwide and put it into the public domain in 1989. (Cooke, 1998) . In another lucky coincidence, the 1989 release of TIGER coincided with ever-more-powerful personal computers, "user-friendly" desktop-metaphor operating systems, widely available desktop mapping and geographic information system (GIS) software, and inexpensive color printers. The "Business Geographics" boom of the 1990s was fueled by this confluence of resources. In 1995, Netscape and the World Wide Web made it possible for anyone to find addresses or get driving directions through Mapquest, Expedia, and others.
Private-Sector Street Mapping
Although TIGER was the first truly useful nationwide digital map, it isn't what people are viewing on Mapquest. Instead Mapquest uses private-sector street centerline databases (Figure 1) .
Three private data companies-GDT, Etak (now TeleAtlas), and NavTech-were founded in the early 1980s to bring digital street maps to consumers and businesses through car navigation devices, kiosks, and desktop mapping tools. All three got into the street mapping business on the supposition that the digital maps needed by their customers were not going to be available from the government. All three have used TIGER data in various ways in their products (Figure 2 ). Two were contactors to the Census Bureau during the 1986-1988 TIGER build project. At least two have had Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) with the Census Bureau and/or the USGS. One sold hundreds of counties of proprietary data to the Census Bureau for inclusion in TIGER 2000. All have used USGS quad maps, digital orthophoto quarter-quadrangles (DOQQs), or DLGs in their production processes. All partiesthe three data vendors, the Census Bureau, and the USGSknow each other and each other's databases, missions, business processes, and capabilities well.
A Private Sector Data Provider Views The National Map
The National Map vision appeared in draft form in the spring of 2001, and went public in final form on 30 November of that year. Unfortunately, the terrorist attacks of 11 September intervened, with consequences for mapping missions and opportunities, data needs, and data access policies and mechanisms still playing out. The following are observations about The National Map and its principle components, from the perspective of a private sector data provider.
I was bowled over by the vision document. I first went though it with a jaundiced eye, expecting yet another false start with incremental computerizing, like the DLGs and DRGs. Instead, I found a totally fresh vision of national mapping needs which got the technical details right and defined ambitious and even audacious performance goals.
First and foremost, The National Map is about data. "It's the Data, stupid!" is a welcome focus of The National Map vision.
There is a "Process-Product" spectrum. At the "process" end are metadata, standards, "sharing," geodata forums, and Figure 1 . MapQuest finds an address in a national street database. MapQuest needs private data for one-way and turn-restriction information required for routing. While this isn't in TIGER, it's available in private street files even for small towns. portals. At the "product" end of the spectrum lie TIGER, DOQQs, DEMs, and private street databases. While I understand the value of processes, I am constantly reminded that "products" are what create value, or more precisely the use of data products. So my mantra is: "Do whatever processes you must, but make good data and get it used!" I applaud The National Map's focus on data.
I like the taxonomy of The National Map data layers: imagery, elevation, names, land cover, and "vector feature data." I've always been troubled by the "Transportation Layer"; you have to include a river in the "transportation layer" if a ferry runs on it, right? Now if the ferry company goes broke, do you edit the transportation layer and remove the river? Rivers are hydrology. Roads are roads. Transportation is an application, not a database.
I like variable accuracy and variable scale. "One-size-fitsall" thinking is costly. This Nation no longer has surpluses to spend on 6-inch (0.15-m) pixel imagery of prairies and woodlands. We have to be pragmatic with our "data dollar." Nobody benefits from little rural towns being mapped at the same accuracy as big cities. Powell figured this out in the 1880s; it's still true.
I like feature-level metadata. Most people use a "cardcatalogue" metaphor for metadata. This kind of metadata consistently describes datasets so you can choose the one you need. While there's nothing wrong with this, we also need the "footnote" metaphor. Here's how it works: I've used the card catalogue to choose a book, and now I need to know where a particular quote comes from. We use footnotes for this. In the map database world, I need to know how reliable and/or accurate the coordinates or address ranges are at an "atomic" level, from intersection to intersection. This is "feature-level" metadata and the USGS got it right.
I love the audacity of update currentness measured in "days and months," in contrast to the 23-year-old average currentness of USGS quad maps. The original vision set an ultimate goal of updates incorporated within 7 days of a change on the ground. While the 7-day goal upset many reviewers, there's an even more stringent example which has been operational for years: E-911 dispatching information has been routinely entered into national Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) databases within 48 hours of wired telephone hookups.
Finally, I like transactional update. It makes no sense to replace 100 megabytes of database just because we added 500 bytes of new street. You need transactional update to realize the vision of 7-day currentness. Another plus for The National Map vision! So why would a private data supplier be enthusiastic about The National Map? Isn't it just going to put my firm and others out of business? Is it a threat or an opportunity?
There are many answers to this. First of all, it would be pretty hypocritical for me, as a representative of the private sector, to say that the government shouldn't put great data like The National Map into the public domain. A major factor in the success of many mapping and map product companies has been the availability of public-domain spatial datasets such as TIGER and the DOQQs. Many writers have noted that a large GIS market, Business Geographics, was for years solely an American phenomenon, fueled by the availability of free TIGER files. I don't think the commercial GIS and mapping markets would be as far along as they are without the government's "kick-start."
Neither is my enthusiasm solely based on hopes that The National Map will be a revenue source for data providers. The government will continue to contract with private aerial and mapping services companies, as it has for years. But more interesting and subtle relationships are possible with private map database companies.
The National Map vision contemplates purchasing data, licenses, subscriptions, and services from the private sector. This can create an exquisite government-industry symbiosis. Consider an example where the USGS wants high-quality map database coverage for a group of counties. The government agency can evaluate a private vendor's data in that area. The government can ascertain the cost of bringing its own database up to the vendor's quality level. If it's cheaper to buy the data than to make it internally, then it's a good deal for the government to make an offer to the private vendor. (As taxpayers, we should welcome this sort of "make-versus-buy" approach.) The vendor is squeezed to accept a reasonable offer. An outright database sale is "found money" for the private firm, because the government is going to do the job in any case and put the data into the public domain. If the vendor doesn't want to make a deal, it knows it can get the public domain dataset a while later and harvest goodness from it to include in its own products.
This isn't just an abstract idea. During the late 1990s, the Census Bureau used exactly this model to buy hundreds of counties worth of private street databases that became part of TIGER/2000. Since the Census Bureau has stepped up as a partner in The National Map on street and boundary layers, this experience will transfer to the USGS. The vendor, of course, doesn't have to sell the company's crown jewels to the government. Part of the vendors' market advantage is extra data such as navigation attributes, traffic counts, or highway signage text. The National Map would not be buying these attributes, only the basic data defined in the layer's content specification.
Creative opportunities to serve data users abound in The National Map implementation. For example, by the time this article is published, the USGS will have posted 46 cities' worth of one-foot (0.3-m) pixel, true-color imagery flown in March 2002 for homeland defense. This imagery is available free for Web download or CD/DVD distribution at cost-ofcopying. However, already (April, 2003) , a private aerial photography firm is selling 2-foot (0.6-m) pixel, true-color imagery for many of these areas-flown in January 2003! Speaking as a data user, I would like to know about this private imagery, and it would be convenient to know it from The National Map portal. The higher resolution of the free data might not help my application, and, in fact, the extra data volume could even be a burden. I might be thrilled to pay extra to gain nine months of image currentness! Similarly, another data user planning a project in a portion of the same region might be glad to know of any municipalities contracting for a 6-inch (0.15-m) pixel flight later in the year. This notion-of The National Map serving up metadata of future imagery-could increase its utility.
A decade ago, we could get public-domain, monochrome, 1-meter DOQQ imagery for less than a quarter of the country. Now, as Dave Fletcher (2002) so aptly puts it, suddenly we're being hit by a tsunami of high-quality color imagery. The National Map must adapt to and lead us through this change.
The bottom line is that the street database mapping business is a competitive one. Private companies compete with one another. It's easy to forget that, for business markets, we also compete with TIGER, USGS data, and state and local GIS databases. This has been the case for years. No company would pay the considerable license fees for a private street database if it could get the same value for free from the government. We don't mind competition. In fact, it makes us perform better.
As Geoffrey Moore (Moore and McKenna, 1995) argues in Crossing the Chasm, information industries naturally devolve into oligopolies or monopolies. A "gorilla" emerges. Competition is squeezed out. Consumers' choices are limited. A champion can get fat and lazy and stop innovating.
In the mapping world, we all benefit from the tenet that the Citizens own the intellectual property produced by our government. TIGER doesn't belong to the State, to which we have to pay a royalty for useage; it belongs to all of us-whether for individual use or to fuel commercial endeavors.
I welcome and applaud The National Map vision. It will be good for the Nation. It will strengthen the private data vendors. I join a lot of people who wish the USGS Geography Division and all of its staff well as they move from concept to implementation. I also join many who share the hope that John Wesley Powell's vision of 1884, recast into modern technology to meet contemporary needs, will provide benefits in the 21 st century comparable to those we reaped from the quad maps of the 19 th and 20 th centuries.
